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 generator-serial Stay There, Stay Safe Live in A Modernized World Stay There, Stay Safe invites you to explore the unexpected
and the unknown. It brings us back to the origins of our civilization as to how it appeared in the “quiet times” to our vision of
what our world will be like during the coming “full-blown” confrontation with some unknown enemy. Stay There, Stay Safe

provides the reader with a sobering view of the “mundane” realities of life that we tend to ignore, even in the face of imminent
danger. While many have become mesmerized by the drama of the mass media, the author paints a much different picture of
the times to come. Staying safe means staying alert, but it also means being prepared and educated. The sooner we stop being

passive, the sooner we will be able to survive the coming challenges that will impact all of us, today and tomorrow. Stay There,
Stay Safe provides us with the basics for a minimal, yet survivable, quality of life in the coming time of trouble. Excerpt
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“Imagine for a moment…” It was a thought that had been in my mind for some time. At first, I dismissed it as something too far-
fetched to be relevant, but after attending a shooting range, I was struck by the implications of the concept. What if the coming

events really were a survival situation? It was one of those times when a “time out” was in order. With my penchant for high
adventure, it was important to ground myself in the reality of this world. It was no easy task. Every day, the world we live in

becomes more complex, the weather more unpredictable, and the media more sensational and sensationalistic. In fact, the world
we live in is somewhat of a prison, where, for the most part, the ordinary has no access to the extremes that the extraordinary

may experience. “You are going to bring the extraordinary to your ordinary.” This was the concept that had lodged itself in my
mind. I found it worth investigating. Some of the popular theories of the world that we live in today are: The U.S. is the

Superpower. The U.S. is a “Land of Free” The U.S. has “Free” Elections The U 82157476af
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